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Abstract

The inference of the evolutionary history of a set of languages is a
complex problem. Although some languages are known to be related
through descent from common ancestral languages, for other languages
determining whether such a relationship holds is itself a di�cult problem.
In this paper we report on new methods, developed by linguists Johanna
Nichols (Berkeley), Donald Ringe (Penn), and Ann Taylor (Penn), and
computer scientist Tandy Warnow (Penn), for answering some of the most
di�cult questions in this domain. These methods and the results of the
analyses based upon these methods were presented in November 1995 at
the Symposium on the Frontiers of Science of the National Academy of
Science.

Classi�cation: Applied Mathematics
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1 Evolutionary relationships in linguistics

Evolutionary relatedness of languages is described by observing that the sepa-
ration of speech communities into distinct and noninteracting sub-communities
eventually results in a language developing into new languages in a process quite
similar to speciation in Biology. While this is not the only means by which lan-
guages change, it is this process which is referred to when we say, for example,
\French is a descendent of Latin." This allows us to model the evolution of re-
lated languages as a rooted tree in which internal nodes represent the ancestral
languages. When a set of languages does not have a common ancestor (such as
may be the case for a set containing both Dravidian and Indo-European lan-
guages), then the evolution of that set is best described by a disjoint collection
of rooted trees (i.e. a forest). Except in circumstances involving related dialects
which continue to have close contact, there is no problem with this model of
language evolution.

Careful scholarship over the last century has determined critical features
and patterns that, combined with a statistical analysis, can be used to establish
that languages share a common ancestor; examples of these features are shared
idiosyncracies in the grammars, shared idiosyncratic sound changes, and pat-
terns of sound correspondences. Extending this fundamental statistical analysis,
two techniques (the comparative method and subgrouping through shared inno-
vations) have been developed which enable linguists to infer greater information
about relatedness and properties of ancestral languages, and - to a limited extent
- subgrouping as well. These techniques have established all known linguistic
families and subfamilies, and are the basis of historical linguistic scholarship.
Known families presently number close to 300, though ongoing comparative
work on the languages of New Guinea and of South America { two of the lin-
guistically most diverse and least described places on earth { may reduce this
total to as low as 200. Many of these \families" are in fact one-descendent ones,
like Basque, which is a distinct genetic lineage of its own with no known kin.
Although these two techniques provide �rm evidence of relatedness between lan-
guages, they have so far provided only limited information about subgrouping
within sets of related languages. Consequently, linguists have lacked a reliable
method for the inference of the full evolutionary history of language families,
and the evolutionary histories of many language families remain unresolved,
despite decades of debate.

Finally, these techniques are only applicable for comparing well-attested lan-
guages which are known to be related and whose most recent common ancestor
does not lie more than 6,000 - 8,000 years in the past. At time depths be-
yond that limit, the critical features upon which the classical techniques are
based survive in such small numbers that they cannot reliably be distinguished
from chance resemblances[1]. Attempts have been made to establish criteria by
which such relationships can be inferred for sets of languages with ancestors
further back in time than this barrier, but these have been largely unsuccessful
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and heavily criticized for lacking rigorous statistical foundations. Extending
the range of linguistic comparison beyond that critical time depth is therefore
a major endeavor within historical linguistics.

In the Frontiers of Science symposium, the panel on Mathematical Ap-
proaches to Comparative Linguistics discussed new approaches towards devel-
oping methods to accurately infer (a) the branching pattern of the evolutionary
history of languages known to be related, and (b) relationship (whether due
to historical contact or to descent from a common ancestor) of languages not
already known to be related. The �rst talk involved a team at the University
of Pennsylvania, linguists Donald Ringe and Ann Taylor, and a computer sci-
entist, Tandy Warnow, in their e�orts to develop a methodology for inferring
the evolutionary tree for languages known to be related. They formulated a
model of evolution based upon classical scholarship in historical linguistics, and
developed an e�cient method which would serve two purposes: �rst, the model
could be tested to see if it �t the data, and trees which best �t the model could
be generated. The application of their methods to the Indo-European family of
languages has indicated that the data to a great extent �t the model extremely
well, and produced a robust evolutionary tree, potentially settling longstanding
controversies in Indo-European studies. In the second talk, Johanna Nichols of
UC Berkeley described her method by which relationships and/or earlier inter-
action could be reliably inferred between languages not necessarily known to
be genealogically related. She described properties of linguistic features which
she called population markers which would reliably indicate either genealogi-
cal relationship or at least signi�cant and prolonged contact between language
communities. Her analysis of the world's languages has implications for our un-
derstanding of human migrations and greatly extends the power of comparative
linguistic analysis.

In this report, we will describe the basic ideas and results of these two
research projects, and report on some of the questions posed by members of the
audience at the Symposium. Each of these projects is ongoing, with developing
methodologies and continuing data analyses. Consequently, some of the results
are new and did not appear in the Symposium.

2 Ringe, Warnow, and Taylor

The two fundamental techniques for subgrouping within established families
used in Historical Linguistics are the ComparativeMethod, formalized by Henry
Hoenigswald in [2], and subgrouping through shared innovations. Since the as-
sumptions upon which these two techniques are based are used in the method-
ology developed by Ringe, Warnow, and Taylor, we describe these techniques
in some detail.
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The Comparative Method: Given a set of languages known to be related,
the comparative method has the following steps: Step 1: Observe sound corre-
spondences; that is, compare words for the same (or comparable) meanings, and
observe patterns of sound correspondences between pairs of languages. Step 2:
Infer regular sound change rules. These rules must explain all the sound cor-
respondences observed in Step 1. These rules may be context free or context
dependent, and are speci�c to each lineage. Step 3: Infer cognation judgements.
Two words w and w

0 from two languages L and L
0 respectively are said to be

cognate if it is possible to infer a word w� in some common ancestor of L and
L

0 such that each w and w
0 can be derived from w� by the sound change rules

speci�c to L and L
0, respectively. The comparative method distinguishes be-

tween words that are similar and those which have a common origin, and thus
enables linguists to establish that Spanish mucho and English much are not cog-
nate, because applications of the sound change rules do not indicate that they
come from a common ancestral word (mucho is derived from multum in Latin,
meaning \much", while much is derived from micel in Old English, meaning
\big").

Linguistic characters The comparative method de�nes cognate classes so
that di�erent words may be considered to be equivalent, and thus allows the
languages to be de�ned by a set of equivalence relations, one for each meaning.
This is comparable to using morphological features or columns within biomolec-
ular sequences to represent biological taxa; in each case, the primary data are
described through the use of partitions of the taxa into equivalence classes. Such
partitions are called characters in the biological literature.

The comparative method establishes two types of linguistic characters, lexi-
cal and phonological. For lexical characters, the character is the semantic slot,
as for example, the meaning `hand', with the states of the character de�ned
by cognation judgements. (Were it not for word replacement, which is endemic
across all languages, words for the same meaning in related languages would all
be cognate, and thus all lexical characters would have a single state on any set
of related languages. Thus, word replacement is the reason that lexical charac-
ters have more than one state.) For phonological characters, the character is a
sound change. Languages which share the same outcome (generally, those that
undergo the change versus those that do not) exhibit the same state for the
character. As a special subtype of lexical characters, morphological characters
can also be de�ned. Here, the character is generally a grammatical feature,
for example, the formation of the future stem, the way the passive is marked,
the genitive singular ending of o-stem nouns and adjectives, etc. Languages in
which the feature is instantiated in the same way, or by a reex of the same
proto-morpheme, exhibit the same state for the character. Because morpho-
logical characters resist borrowing, they are especially useful in determining
relationships between languages.
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Subgrouping through shared innovations: Classical methodology in his-
torical linguistics has used these phonological and morphological characters for
subgrouping purposes by noting that when a character has two states in which
one is clearly ancestral, then the character de�nes a linguistic innovation. Lin-
guistic innovations which are useful for subgrouping must be peculiar enough
to not be easily repeated, and (depending upon the particular set of languages
being examined) should not be too easily lost. When a statistically signi�cant
number and quality of innovations are shared, then the set of languages sharing
that common set of innovations can be considered to form a linguistic subgroup,
such as the Germanic and Italic subfamilies of Indo-European.

Comments The classical methodology in historical linguistics is surprisingly
powerful. As we have shown, cognation judgements derived from rigorous ap-
plication of the comparative method are not measures of similarity (otherwise
mucho and much would be cognate) but of homology (descent from a common
origin). Furthermore, when languages are very well attested, the comparative
method enables linguists to detect almost all instances of borrowing; thus, the
application of the method implies that all words in English beginning with sk

are borrowed from other languages (for example, sky is borrowed from Old
Norse and skunk is borrowed from Algonkian).

There are some limitations to these classical techniques, however. Word
replacement is such a relatively frequent phenomenon that after a period of
approximately 6,000 years, it is essentially impossible to detect cognates; other
diagnostic features of languages are also gradually lost, and thus the detection
of relatedness between languages is a di�cult task at large time depths. In
addition, these classical methods require that the languages be well attested (so
that, for example, the sound change rules can be complete and accurate); thus,
even for closely related languages (i.e. those with common ancestors that are
not too far back in time), inferring the subgrouping within the family, or even
the relatedness of such languages, can at times be di�cult.

Despite these limitations, classical methodology has successfully identi�ed
the major families and subfamilies (Germanic, Indo-European, Dravidian, etc.)
of the world's languages. The reason these methods have not successfully re-
solved controversies about subgrouping within established families is that the
method for subgrouping has required very restrictive properties about the data
used for that purpose. Thus, these methods have been more useful for recog-
nizing relatedness rather than subgrouping purposes.

The key observation made by Ringe and Warnow in the fall of 1993 that
enabled them to develop a new methodology was that the classical methods in
Historical Linguistics (subgrouping through shared innovations and the Com-
parative Method) can be stated as hypothesizing that almost all linguistic char-
acters, if properly encoded, should be compatible with the evolutionary tree for
the languages. The term compatible is a technical term from the systematic bi-
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ology literature, which has the following de�nition: a character c is compatible
with tree T if the nodes in T can be labelled by states of c so that every state of c
induces a connected subset of T . An example of a biological character which is
compatible is the vertebrate-invertebrate character, while the character indicat-
ing the presence or absence of wings is not a compatible character on the tree
of all animals.

The reason that the hypothesis is stated with the caveat that only almost all
and not absolutely all characters should be compatible is the observation that
many phonological characters are based upon sound changes that are natural
enough to occur repeatedly. By contrast, lexical characters ought to be compat-
ible on the evolutionary tree, provided that borrowing can be detected. Those
morphological characters and phonological characters that are based upon prop-
erties unusual enough to have only arisen once also ought to be compatible on
the evolutionary tree. Thus, the hypothesis indicated by the classical method-
ology is, more precisely, that all lexical characters, and those morphological
and phonological characters which represent distinctly unusual traits, should be
compatible on the evolutionary tree of a family, provided that the family is well
attested and well understood.

Although the linguistic hypothesis is that all properly selected and encoded
characters should be compatible on the true evolutionary tree, there are certain
speci�c conditions in which it can be di�cult to distinguish between true cog-
nates and words which are borrowed; that is, it may be di�cult to distinguish
between true and false cognates. Based upon these observations, Ringe and
Warnow formulated the following optimization criterion: �nd the tree on which
it is possible to explain all incompatible character evolution with as simple an
explanation as possible, and which matches linguistic scholarship as closely as
possible.

The optimization problem they formulated is related to a classical problem
in biological systematics called the Compatibility Criterion, in which the tree
on which as many characters as possible are compatible is the optimal tree.
The compatibility criterion problem caught the interest of the computer science
algorithms community because of its combinatorial avor and interesting graph-
theoretic formulation[3]. In addition to showing that the compatibility criterion
problem is NP-hard [4, 5, 6] (and thus unlikely to be solvable in polynomial time
- see [7]), computer scientists and mathematicians developed polynomial time
algorithms for various �xed-parameter formulations of the problem[8, 9, 10, 11,
12]. Using a program designed by Richa Agarwala (based upon [11]) to solve
the compatibility criterion, Warnow and Ringe decided to test the hypothesis
of classical historical linguistics that properly encoded linguistic data should
result in highly compatible characters. The program in turn would also permit
them to explore all the trees which had optimal and near-optimal scores for
the compatibility criterion, and thus select those trees with (hopefully) simple
explanations of incompatibility.

Assisted by Libby Levison, then a doctoral candidate at Penn, Ringe and
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Warnow �rst tested this hypothesis on some small data sets. These preliminary
results were very encouraging, and Ringe and Warnow then turned to the Indo-
European (IE) family. Although the IE family is among the best understood of
the world's language families, the precise branching pattern of this family had
resisted de�nitive analysis. In particular, Ringe and Warnow were interested in
discovering the two most heatedly debated hypotheses, the Indo-Hittite and the
Italo-Celtic hypotheses, could be settled using their methodology. (The Indo-
Hittite hypothesis is that the �rst subfamily to break o� from the root of the
Indo-European evolutionary tree should be the Anatolian branch, represented
by Hittite, and the Italo-Celtic hypothesis is that Italic and Celtic should be
sisters within the tree, and without a third sister.)

They selected from each of the subfamilies within IE the oldest well-attested
language to represent the subfamily. In order to reduce the possibility of bor-
rowings among the lexical characters and bias on their part in choosing these
characters, they used an existing basic vocabulary list of 212 semantic slots[13].1

Each semantic slot was treated as a single character and judgements of cogna-
tion were made on the basis of the comparative method. An appropriate set of
17 morphological and phonological characters were developed for the IE family.

Over the next two years, in collaboration with postdoctoral researcher Ann
Taylor, Ringe and Warnow studied the Indo-European family of languages.
They discovered that a phenomenon they termed polymorphism in which, for
example more than one word is available in a particular semantic slot (consider
big and large). Polymorphism creates signi�cant di�culties for reconstructing
the evolutionary history in Indo-European, and there was no rigorous method-
ology in place for handling polymorphic characters. In collaboration with other
computer scientists, Warnow developed algorithms to handle polymorphic char-
acter data[14], which were then used to analyze the Indo-European data. Be-
cause rooted trees are desirable, directionality constraints implied by some of
the linguistic data were encoded as characters, using techniques already in use
by systematic biologists, and these characters were included in the dataset.

These algorithms were then applied to the entire data set for Indo-European,
and all the trees with optimal or near-optimal compatibility scores were exam-
ined. The two best trees had 12 and 13 incompatible characters respectively,
but were remarkably similar except for the placement of Germanic. When Ger-
manic was removed from the dataset, however, a tree was obtained on which
every character was compatible! Such a tree is called a perfect phylogeny, and
indicates that the data (minus Germanic) �ts the model proposed by Ringe and
Warnow exactly. The team then examined whether the deletion of any other
single language would result in a comparable situation, but the removal of any
other single language resulted in many incompatible characters. This suggested
that Germanic might be a singular problem for the Indo-European family, and

1The list has more items than Tischler's[13] because we split some items indicated more
than one semantic slot into several items. For example, Tischler's list includes day as one
item, and this item was split into two items, period of 24 hours and period of daylight.
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suggests that the correct tree for the Indo-European family would be obtained
by placing Germanic within one of the optimal or near-optimal trees obtained
when Germanic is removed.

Assisted by postdoctoral researcher Libby Levison and Alexander Michailov,
they then considered the near-optimal trees, to establish the degree of con�dence
for each of the features of the optimal tree. Although their original data set con-
tained 229 characters, only 61 of these were informative, because the remaining
148 characters �t every possible tree on the family. The subgroups Balto-Slavic
and Indo-Iranian are strongly supported, as is the subgrouping together of these
two subgroups to comprise the Satem Core; however these subgroupings had al-
ready been suggested by traditional methods and have generally not been argued
about by the historical linguistic community. On the other hand, many hotly
contested subgroupings are supported by this analysis to various degrees. The
Indo-Hittite hypothesis is supported by only one character, but it is di�cult to
impugn that character. Should that character be impugned, a subgrouping of
Hittite and Tocharian is possible, but moving the root below the Italo-Celtic sub-
group seems less likely than the present rooting due to geographic constraints.
Tocharian can move only slightly within the tree without causing a signi�cant
decrease in the compatibility score; hence it is reasonable to consider its place-
ment to be relatively well constrained. The Italo-Celtic subgroup is supported
by three characters, indicating relatively strong support. The Greco-Armenian
subgroup is supported by �ve characters, and thus is strongly supported by the
data. Each of these three subgroupings have been debated signi�cantly over the
last many decades, and the strong support of some of these subgroups through
this analysis is surprising. In fact, the only features that remain somewhat un-
clear through this analysis is the exact placement of Tocharian within the tree
(which, as we have noted, is nevertheless fairly constrained), the exact placement
of the root (Proto-Indoeuropean), and where Albanian �ts in the tree. These
questions will require further data before a de�nitive answer can be obtained.2

The team then sought to reintroduce Germanic into the optimal and near-
optimal trees, and consider whether there was a reasonable explanation for the
incompatible characters that were obtained. It turned out that there were two
reasonable locations for Germanic; the �rst, and best, was to place Germanic
within the Satem Core, as a sister to the Balto-Slavic subgroup. In this place-
ment, the pattern of incompatibility has a simple explanation: it appears to
point to a situation in which Germanic began to develop within the Satem
Core (as evidenced by its morphology) but moved away before the �nal satem
innovations. It then moved into close contact with the \western" languages
(Celtic and Italic) and borrowed much of its distinctive vocabulary from them
at a period early enough that these borrowings cannot be distinguished from
true cognates. Because statements of cognation depend upon unbroken descent

2The team is still gathering and analyzing new lexical data for this family, as this article
goes to press.
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from a common ancestor through genetic inheritance, and not from borrowing,
this hypothesis implies that words in Germanic borrowed from pre-proto-Italic
and pre-proto-Celtic are not cognate with the corresponding words in Italic and
Celtic. If this relatively simple hypothesis is accepted, then all the characters
are compatible on the tree. The second placement for Germanic which produces
a reasonable �t is just outside the Satem Core. This placement avoids the need
to posit an early geographic move for Germanic, but does not provide a sim-
ple explanation for all the incompatible characters. Hence, the best location
for Germanic seems to be obtained by taking the best tree for the family with
Germanic removed and introducing Germanic as a sister to Balto-Slavic. This
tree is given in Figure 1.

The researchers concluded by noting that although their method has pro-
duced what seems to be a likely solution for the evolutionary history of the
Indo-European family, the major point of their research is the model of lan-
guage evolution which seems to be well-supported by the data (as evidenced by
the existence of a perfect phylogeny when Germanic is removed). Their method
then permits the linguist to infer whether their judgements are consistent with
the model, and to obtain a tree which best �ts their judgements and the model.
However, because the data supporting the tree is somewhat limited, ongoing
research is likely to modify the results obtained over time. In fact, the analysis
given here di�ers somewhat from what was presented at the Symposium on the
Frontiers of Science, due to the continuing data collection and analysis, and be-
cause this project is ongoing, there is a possibility that continued analysis will
change the solution obtained to some degree.
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Caption for Figure 1: The topology of the rooted evolutionary tree for Indo-
European. The tree is not drawn to scale { the only indication of time that can
be inferred is through ancestry. Albanian can be attached to this tree along any
thick edge.
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Questions Some of the questions posed by the audience enabled the team to
clarify their methods and �ndings, so that this report hopefully provides the
answers. These questions were: (1) Why is a tree the correct model of linguistic
evolution? What about creoles and pidgins? Answer: because language commu-
nities separating de�nes a rooted tree, and mixed languages such as creoles and
pidgins can be detected as such, and do not cause problems for the inference
of evolutionary history. (2) Why is compatibility the right optimization crite-
rion? Answer: we're using the compatibility criterion as a way of testing the
assumptions upon which classical methodology is based, however, our actual
optimization criterion di�ers from the compatibility criterion because we seek
a tree where the incompatible characters can be explained consistently with
linguistic and archaeological scholarship. (3) Why do you believe this tree is
really the correct tree? Answer: the tree we've found �ts the assumptions of
the linguistic scholarship and our interpretations of the data better than any
others, but the near-optimal trees are also reasonable candidates, and cannot
be discounted yet. What we do have great con�dence in are those features that
remain constant across the set of all the near-optimal trees. Clearly, we need to
continue to seek additional data which may help clarify the evolutionary history
of Indo-European. 3 (4) Noting that data used in the study did not include
some phonological characters, because these characters were based upon sound
changes that were too easily repeated (such as the loss of the initial h in words),
one member of the audience asked whether this wasn't potentially cheating,
eliminating characters that simply didn't �t our pre-conceived notion of what
the correct tree was. To this, the authors replied comparable judgements arise in
the analysis of morphological data in Biology, where characters such as presence
or absence of a backbone and presence or absence of wings cannot be treated
identically. On the other hand, the authors noted that all lexical characters (i.e.
those based upon cognation judgements) and morphological characters were in-
cluded in the �nal analysis; only phonological characters based upon natural
sound changes which are easily repeated were removed from the data set. Thus,
Ringe, Warnow, and Taylor felt that extremely high compatibility scores that
resulted from their analysis indicated that the hypothesis they tested (that lin-
guistic characters are compatible on the evolutionary tree) seems to be valid
to a large degree for the Indo-European family, and thus the evolutionary trees
with high compatibility scores are potentially the best candidates for being the
true evolutionary tree.

3Reconsideration of the data and gathering and analyzing more data, are part of the
research e�ort, and resulted { after the presentation at the Symposium { in a slightly revised
hypothesis of the evolutionary history for Indo-European. Thus, the tree that we present here
is slightly di�erent from that presented at the Symposium.
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3 Johanna Nichols

The previous section described how the evolution of a set of languages sharing
a common origin can be inferred from the features of the languages when prop-
erly encoded and analyzed. Johanna Nichols' work studies the case of languages
which are either unrelated, or which have diverged to the point where the di-
agnostic features used to infer genetic relatedness between languages have been
largely lost. Although researchers from various �elds have attempted to estab-
lish techniques by which genetic relationships can be reliably inferred between
distant languages, such techniques have been largely unsuccessful and heavily
criticized within the historical linguistics community for their in�rm statistical
foundation. One of the reasons this endeavor is particularly di�cult is that
after periods of approximately 6,000 to 8,000 years, it is di�cult to distinguish
between similarities due to common origin and those due to prolonged and in-
timate contact between speech communities. Recognizing this, Nichols' work
endeavors to establish techniques by which similarity due to common origin
or prolonged and intimate contact can be established. She proposes speci�c
features, which she calls population markers or historical markers, whose distri-
bution can be used to formulate hypotheses about linguistic prehistory. Nichols
suggests that her results can be used in conjunction with archeological evidence
to develop better theories about early human migrations. Her �ndings, applied
to a database of the world's populations, have the potential to greatly extend
current knowledge of human migrations and relationships between languages.

Genetic vs. historical markers Genetic markers are features that indi-
cate a genetic relationship between languages, and thus indicate that languages
sharing the genetic marker have a common ancestor. By contrast, historical
markers (also called population markers) indicate a non-accidental relationship,
though they cannot tell us whether that relationship is speci�cally genetic; it
could have been signi�cant prior contact between speech communities, or prior
contact with a now-defunct third party. There are essentially three mechanisms
by which languages can share features:

1. through inheritance from a common ancestor, indicating a genetic rela-
tionship,

2. through borrowing (whether direct or indirect) between neighboring speech
communities, indicating a historical (but not necessarily genetic) relation-
ship, and

3. through spontaneous reappearance of the same trait in di�erent lineages.

In order for any feature to be useful for detecting genetic or historical relation-
ship, the feature must be unlikely to evolve spontaneously; otherwise, spurious
relationships will be posited. To establish a speci�cally genetic relationship (as
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opposed to the more general historical relationship), it must be possible for the
linguist to distinguish between acquisition through borrowing and acquisition
through inheritance. Features which are di�cult to borrow are appropriate for
use as genetic markers, but borrowable features too can be analyzed correctly in
genetic terms provided that borrowing can be detected. Essentially, therefore,
genetic markers must have the following traits:

1. The feature must be extremely unlikely to arise twice; for lexical charac-
ters, the comparative method establishes this strong probability, and

2. Borrowing of the feature must either be extremely unlikely, or it must be
possible to detect such borrowing.

As Ringe and Warnow observed (and subsequent research with Taylor sup-
ported), it follows that genetic markers should de�ne characters which are com-
patible on the evolutionary tree for the language family. This observation allows
a linguist to posit that some set of features is inherited genetically, and this
hypothesis in turn can be tested (using the methodology of Ringe, Warnow,
and Taylor) described in the previous section.

Historical markers must also have certain properties that enable a historical
relationship to be detected, although these properties are somewhat di�erent
from those required for genetic markers. Although the trait should not be
likely to arise twice, the condition that borrowing should either be unlikely or
detectable need not hold. If a historical marker is based upon a trait which is
never borrowed, then it cannot be used to provide evidence of contact between
di�erent languages otherwise not known to be related. On the other hand, if
the trait is too easily borrowed, or too easily lost, then there will be no pattern
of relationship that permits nontrivial observations. Thus, historical markers,
to be useful, must be capable of being borrowed, but must not be lost too easily
once acquired.

Each type of marker (genetic or historical) enables the detection of a relation-
ship of some sort, either through descent from a common ancestor or through
contact, and the best markers (whether genetic or historical) are low-frequency
features that form a single frequency peak or cluster, resulting in a frequency
asymmetry that is statistically signi�cant. Genetic markers such as these permit
subgrouping at a �ne-grained level, while historical markers of this type provide
greater insight into the history of early human migrations, because the �ndings
can be compared to archeological evidence.

Nichols' proposes a method by which historical markers can be selected and
analyzed. She shows how the geographical distribution of a candidate historical
marker among the world's languages can provide evidence for common histo-
ries between languages, and in particular can lead to hypotheses about early
migrations which can then be tested against archeological evidence.
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Nichols' research Nichols selected fourteen (14) di�erent traits which had
the speci�ed properties required for historical markers, and which in addition
were believed to be independent of each other. These were morphological erga-
tivity, morphological complexity, head-marking morphology, inclusive/exclusive
oppositions in �rst person pronouns, genders or other noun classes, numeral
classi�ers, tones, possessive a�xes, regular transitivization in verbal derivation,
identical stems in \I/me" and \we/us", m as root consonant in �rst person sin-
gular pronoun (\I/me"), m as root consonant in second person singular pronoun
(\you"), verb-initial word order, and secondary glottal articulation.

A selection of the world's languages was then studied to determine the in-
cidence of these traits throughout the world. Of the 200-300 di�erent language
families that have been established, some of these families are very well under-
stood and others less so. Because some languages are only recently attested
(and not as well studied as others), there is a distinct possibility that in time,
linguistic scholarship will be able to identify genetic relationships between cer-
tain families. Thus, the number of linguistic families may in time be reduced to
about 200; that is, languages that now seem to be unrelated genetically, may in
time be established as having a common origin. In developing a database of the
world's languages, Nichols selected at most one language from each major branch
within each linguistic family to obtain her sample of languages. The sample she
has obtained (of over 200 languages, and still growing) has the property that no
two languages within the sample are likely to be more closely related than two
distantly related Indo-European languages (like French and Armenian).

Geographical distributionof markers Nichols discovered striking patterns
in the geographic distribution of these historical markers around the world. All
�ndings point in the same direction: strong a�nities between Australia and the
western Old World and di�erent but also strong a�nities all around the Paci�c
Rim. The linguistic distributions point to coastal spread around the Paci�c be-
ginning in very early times and to an earlier expansion from Africa via southern
Asia to Australasia. Both expansions are widely assumed by archeologists and
human geneticists, but the linguistic distributions seem to provide the clearest
evidence of them.

For example, some markers are most frequent in Europe, Africa, or both,
least frequent in Australia, and of middling frequency in Asia and the Ameri-
cas. This geographical distribution correlates with archeological research that
establishes that the Americas were settled by people migrating from Siberia (i.e.
from Asia). Other markers are densely clustered in Australia, well represented
around the Paci�c and in the Americas, but rare in the Old World (Europe,
Africa, central Asia), implying that the distribution of these markers must have
taken place before the colonization of the Paci�c Islands and the New World.
The pattern also suggests that the impetus for expansion came from the west,
ultimately from Africa.
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A similar pattern occurs within Australia and New Guinea, where the fre-
quencies of population markers show that a subset of the Australian languages
de�ned by speci�c geographic boundaries closely resembles a subset of the lan-
guages of New Guinea, again de�ned by speci�c geographic boundaries. Other
interesting correlations between Australia and New Guinea show up in this
analysis, showing generally an east-west trend in the frequencies of the di�erent
markers. It is known that Australia and New Guinea were originally (during the
Ice Age) parts of the same continent which was split by a postglacial sea-level
rise. It is also known that human colonization of these two lands emanated
from Southeast Asia, and that the landfall point for this colonization was the
northwest coast of the continent. The patterns between these two lands actu-
ally indicate multiple linguistic colonizations, and support the previous research
indicating that human colonization occured when the two lands were in a single
continent.

Thus there are many striking patterns that can be observed when the fre-
quencies of these population markers are compared with geography, and these
patterns, when combined with archeological evidence, provide signi�cantly more
detailed information (or at least better hypotheses!) about early migrations.

Questions The questions posed by the audience mostly focused on issues
regarding how linguists determine how far apart languages are: (1) Do linguists
assume a constant rate of change in languages? Answer: Not really; (2) Do such
assumptions matter?, Answer: No, not for these purposes, as has been shown in
the analysis; and (more generally), (3) How do linguists decide what a language
is as opposed to a dialect? Answer: A language is a dialect with an army!",
and, more seriously, languages are mutually unintelligible forms of speech. (4)
Is it possible that the selection of your markers was biased, by predispositions
based upon studies for one language family, and could such bias a�ect the �nal
conclusions of the research? Answer: The markers were drawn from all usable
features from the typological literature and, with consultations with specialists
on various language families, and this would help avoid the introduction of bias
into the sample. (5) Is it generally believed that all languages are genetically
related? Did language (or speech) arise once or many times? and How might
such questions be addressed? Answer: There is no consensus on these questions,
and potentially no way of answering them; however, the migration patterns
suggested by these markers, though very ancient, are much younger than the
rise of modern humans and thus, perhaps, younger than the rise of human
language.

4 Further Reading

A good introduction to phylogenetic tree construction methodology in Biol-
ogy can be found in [15]. The methodology of the Ringe, Warnow, and Tay-
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lor research is described in [14, 16]. More detailed information about the
mathematics of the compatibility criterion problem can be obtained in [9, 17].
Additional material on historical linguistic methodology can be obtained in
[18, 2, 19]. Johanna Nichols' work is described in greater detail in [20, 21, 22].
Discussions of the Indo-Hittite and Italo-Celtic hypotheses (and other con-
troversies in Indo-European studies) can be found in [23, 24, 25, 26, 27]. A
discussion of the archeological evidence related to the discussion of migra-
tions in Australia and New Guinea can be found in [28, 29]. For further in-
formation on these research projects, the authors may be reached by email:
tandy@central.cis.upenn.edu, dringe@unagi.cis.upenn.edu, ataylor@linc.cis.upenn.edu,

and johanna@uclink.berkeley.edu.
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